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Welcome

From the Desk of Lee Lampton

Stephanie Lovorn | Personnel Administrative Assistant

Once again, we would like to welcome you to the
newest edition of Wheelwash. We bring you your fall
edition with great articles of news and entertainment
from the Magnolia Marine Transport family. In this
issue you will find a wide variety of articles covering
subjects from navigation, technology updates,
personnel information and delicious recipes.
For thirty-nine years this company has continued to
grow, with our three offices located in Jackson, MS,
Vicksburg, MS, and in Wood River, IL. We have
grown in employees along with vessels over the years.
I hope all readers enjoy and learn from reading a bit
about what is going on both inside and outside of

our company. With each volume of Wheelwash one is
able to keep up with a variety of information that our
MMT family provides. We also enjoy talking about
our MMT family and like to keep everyone updated
on what is new with them.
We encourage you to send in information you would
like printed in Wheelwash along with any suggestions
you may have to make this a better newsletter, after
all, you our employees, family and friends are what
Wheelwash is all about.
I want to thank everyone who helped with this issue
and to all our readers. Enjoy your Wheelwash!

Commentary

A History Not Taught in Today’s School
One detail that is not mentioned is in D.C., there
can never be a building of greater height than the
Washington Monument. I was not aware of this
historical information.
On the aluminum cap atop the Washington
Monument in Washington, D.C., are displayed two
words: Laus Deo. No one can see these words. In fact,
most visitors to the monument are totally unaware
they are even there, and, for that matter, probably
couldn’t care less. But these words have been there
for many years: they are 555 feet, 5.125 inches high,
perched top the monument, facing skyward to the
Father of our nation, overlooking the 69 square
miles which comprise the District of Columbia,
capital of the United States of America.

Roger Harris | V.P. of Marine Operations
With the recent sale of the M/V’s Grace and Gilda
Shurden some people are asking “Who’s next?”. The
answer is a little complicated and not written in stone,
but I will attempt to address it. Just to set the record
straight, the Gilda Shurden, built in 1947 and being
the oldest boat in our fleet, has been for sale on and
off for several years. We had just never been serious
about it until we had a couple of new boats under our
belt and had retired enough single bottom barges that
the Marketing department could bear the thought
of letting her go. Once we were no longer short on
horsepower, enough pressure was relieved from the
Marketing department to honestly offer the boat for
sale. Dino quickly seized the moment and the boat was
sold in short order.
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Anyone that knows me knows that I have a sweet spot
for vintage machines and the Gilda was no exception.
Just looking at the boat on dry-dock with her model
bow and hand shaped kort nozzles lent credibility to
the true artisanship of her builders. I personally hated
to see her go. After all, the Gilda was full of character
with her defiance to the modern concept of box on top
of bigger box design, and her graceful lines, she had
also been a part of Magnolia Marine for over 35 years.
She was simply not as efficient as the new boats and
was looked upon unfavorably by some of our customers
because of her vintage.
About ten years ago, we were entertaining the thought
of building a new boat. Shipyards were called, salesmen
were sent, plans were drawn, but the price/return
ratio was not favorable at that time. Fast forward seven
years, a well-known business associate, Joe Nichols, gets
in the boat-building business, and we strike a deal to

build two boats. Once these were in use, it was obvious
that the fuel savings from their CAT 3512 engines was
amazing. Coupled with a strong market and a favorable
return on investment for the long term, we decided to
build four additional boats (for a total of 6) with the idea
of being a 20 boat company.
The M/V Stan Humphreys will be delivered in
December and the fifth boat, M/V Jody McMinn,
will be delivered in spring 2009. This will give us a 19
boat fleet. As of this writing the sixth boat has been
cancelled, so it appears that we will be a 19 boat fleet
until other opportunities arise. We have no plans to sell
any more boats at this time. The last two sold were the
oldest two in the fleet. This brought the average age
of our boats from 34 years in 2007 to 28 years young
today.
Barges are following a similar pattern. The MM25 is
our only remaining single bottom barge and it will be
retired before the end of this year. Two years ago the
average age of our barge fleet was 16 years. Today with
older barges retired and four new replacements our
barge fleet averages 11 years of age. We do not plan
to build any new barges in 2009 but are considering
additional barges for 2010.
Slow growth has been the plan for many years and
I believe we have accomplished our goal. We will
continue to monitor market conditions, customer needs,
equipment condition and adapt our business plan as
needed. I am pleased to say that, with our equipment
condition and excellent team members, our company is
very healthy as we move forward.

Laus Deo! Two seemingly insignificant, un-noticed
words. Out of sight and, one might think, out of
mind, but very meaningfully placed at the highest
point over what is the most powerful city in the most
successful nation in the world.
So, what do those two words, in Latin, composed
of just four syllables and only seven letters, possibly
mean? Very simply, they say “Praise be to God!”

Constitution. So, read on. How interesting and, no
doubt, intended to carry a profound meaning for
those who bother to notice.
Praise be to God! Within the monument itself are
898 steps and 50 landings. As one climbs the steps
and pauses at the landings the memorial stones share
a message On the 12th Landing is a prayer offered
by the City of Baltimore; on the 20th is a memorial
presented by some Chinese Christians; on the 24th a
presentation made by Sunday School children from
New York and Philadelphia quoting Proverbs 10:7,
Luke 18:16 and Proverbs 22:6. Praise be to God!
When the cornerstone of the Washington Monument
was laid on July 4th, 1848, deposited within it were
many items including the Holy Bible presented by
the Bible Society. Praise be to God! Such was the
discipline, the moral direction, and the spiritual
mood given by the founder and first President of our
unique democracy “One Nation, Under God.”
Laus Deo!

Though construction of this giant obelisk began in
1848, when James Polk was President of the United
States, it was not until 1888 that the monument was
inaugurated and opened to the public. It took twenty
five years to finally cap the memorial with a tribute
to the Father of our nation, Laus Deo.......
“Praise be to God!”
From atop this magnificent granite and marble
structure, visitors may take in the beautiful
panoramic view of the city with its division into four
major segments. From that vantage point, one can
also easily see the original plan of the designer, Pierre
Charles l’Enfant ...a perfect cross imposed upon the
landscape, with the White House to the north, the
Jefferson Memorial is to the south; the Capitol to the
east; and the Lincoln Memorial to the west.
A cross you ask? Why a cross? What about
separation of church and state? Yes, a cross:
separation of church and state was not, is not, in the

When one stops to observe the inscriptions found
in public places all over our nation’s capitol, he or
she will easily find the signature of God, as it is
unmistakably inscribed everywhere you look. You
may forget the width and height of “Laus Deo”, its
location, or the architects but no one who reads this
will be able to forget its meaning, or these words:
“Unless the Lord builds the house its builders labor
in vain. Unless the Lord watches over the city, the
watchmen stand guard in vain.”
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Safety Corner

MMT Crawfish Boil

In this article I want to address a few things that I
have noticed during my recent inspections throughout
the fleet. The goal of this article is to raise your
awareness and to maintain consistency from one boat
and barge to another. First, let’s discuss the different
types of Personal Flotation Devices (PFDs).

Wood River, Illinois
May 9, 2008
In May of this year Magnolia Marine brought a Cajun Cookin to Wood River, IL and invited our many
customers, friends, and suppliers in the area. Don Ainsworth (MMT Procurement Specialist) and his father Mr.
Billy are well known in these parts to boil up a mean bug but this time they took their show on the road. This was
the second annual event and included 800 pounds of Louisiana crawfish and many good friends. Don and his
Dad have mastered the task of transporting these mudbugs from the farm in Louisiana 500 miles north to
their tasty demise in Wood River. Many folks in those parts had only heard of boiled crawfish but they
quickly learned the art of peeling the spicy critters and a good time was had by all. This year there were
three MMT vessels in the area that were fortunate enough to get a taste of the Ainsworths' handiwork.
Thanks to the many employees and friends who worked hard to make this event a red-hot success!

Jim Smith | Compliance Manager

Roger Harris | V.P. of Marine Operations

Work Vests (Type V). Work Vests need to be worn tight
to the body with all straps secured, if there are any cuts
into the flotation to the point they are exposed, the vest
shall be taken out of service and replaced.
PFDs (Type III). Although in the past we have
provided these, they are not approved for use on
commercial vessels. Type IIIs are designed for use on
recreational boats, the truth is there is less buoyancy
provided with the Type IIIs than that of the Type V.
PFDs, (Type I). This device has many names such as,
May West, Life Preserver, and Abandon Ship. This
device shall be readily accessible and stored in the
provided overhead racks. Do not store anything other
than the vest in these racks. Get in the routine of
pulling the vest out and sizing it to your body when
you get on the vessel: this will save valuable time in
the event it’s needed.
Life rings (Type IV). Life rings shall be immediately
available. Do not hang anything other than the ring
or associated equipment on the ring or bracket. The
Grab line shall be a 3/8” diameter polyethylene or
other suitable buoyant type synthetic material. The
grab line shall be securely attached to the Life ring.
Water lights or Sav-u-Lites are not required but if
attached shall operate. These lights, if attached,
should be on a short lead so as not to interfere with
throwing the ring. Although stenciling the vessels
name on the life ring isn’t a requirement; it is,
however, a good practice to stencil the vessel’s name
on the wheelhouse rings.
To summarize, here is the recommended set up for
your life ring stations on both the vessel and barges:

Wheelhouse Rings
• There shall be one on each side of the wheelhouse
• Both rings should have the vessel's name stenciled
or labeled on them
• Both rings should have water light attached, no
throw bag is required
Lower Deck Rings
• There shall be at least two on each side of the
vessel. If there are more than two lower deck
stations, they should all be maintained the same
• Lower rings don’t require stenciling
• Lower rings should only have throw bags attached,
no water lights are required
Barge Rings
• There shall be one ring on each barge, positioned
near the documentation box
• Barge rings should have a throw bag only: no
water light is required
• Barge rings don’t require stenciling
One last thing, all lifesaving devices should have a
‘Data Area’ with the appropriate markings on them.
Contained in this area will be such things as the type
of device, inspection and testing information, and US
Coast Guard Approval Number. If the ‘Data Area’ is
not readable then the device is deemed unsatisfactory
and shall be replaced.
Please call me if you have any questions and
remember to take care and maintain this equipment
because your life may be the one in need.
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Technology Update

Barge 101

Jeff West | Information Systems Manager
BoatSys has been implemented throughout the
fleet. Thanks to all for making this happen. We are
still working through some fine tuning of things.
Lucotech has modified the program so that we can
add the employee ID and the Personnel Department
is providing names of all new hires so we can get
them in the system. We also need to refine some
of the GPS data for certain locations so that the
positions the system records are accurate. This
will improve the reports that are generated for
accounting purposes. The Traffic Department is
using the BoatSys logs as their primary source of
information with Boatracs as a backup. As soon as
they are comfortable with the information they get
from BoatSys we will discontinue 0600 and 1400
traffic. Be sure to enter BoatSys data in a timely and
accurate manner. We are continuing development
work with Lucotech for Electronic Engine Room
logs.

Gaylon Cox | Oil Movement Supervisor
positive. The software along with the Furuno SC 50
satellite compass gives Magnolia Marine a state of
the art electronic navigation system. Mike “Hadji”
Lowry has done a great job getting these systems
on the boat. With help from Raymond Little he has
learned how to install the satellite compasses so we
don’t have to depend on an outside company to get
these working. We have had some issues with two
way communication between the software and the
AIS. We are researching ways to be able to update
the AIS from the software.
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Most of you have the Junxion box that eliminates
the need for the Communication Manager software
to connect to the Internet. Also due to an upgrade
to the Exchange server Outlook can be configured
so that you can send and receive email without using
the VPN client. Our goal is to make things simpler
and more reliable and these are a couple of ways to
make that happen.

Jeppesen Workboat Navigator is on most of the
boats and the response has been overwhelmingly
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Profit Sharing Statement
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16

Lib Hearon | Claims Manager

Employees have questioned why they receive the same profit sharing statement three times over a one-year
period. All three should state that they are duplicate statements. The fourth statement will have the new
information, since your account only changes once a year. Under the Pension Protection Act of 2006, it is now
a Federal Law requiring companies to send quarterly benefit statements for participant directed contribution
plans, even if the balance has not changed.

Gaylon Cox | Tankerman Coordinator
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When the training sessions were underway, I had to
keep reminding myself about all the new equipment
that has been added to the fleet in order to properly
cover it. Some of the new barges have different
characteristics which needed to be discussed: these
training sessions were a great opportunity to discuss

Wires | Lines | Transfer | Heating Coils | Heater | Compartment | Head Log | Lock | Long Wall | Bull Nose
Mule | Dockman
| Faced Up
| Down Stream
| Port
| Starboard
| Overboard Discharge
| PikeLock
Pole | Monkey Fist
Wires Lines
Transfer
Heating
Coils
Heater| DOI
Compartment
Head Log
Long Wall

Linewash

As this year is now drawing to a close, I would like
to point out a few of the good things I have seen take
place this past year. The MMT Tankerman training
which took place this year went smoothly and the
turn-out and attitude were exceptional. MMT had
over 60 Tankermen and Trainees attend. Breathing
air cascade units were put into service in timing with
our Tankerman training, so all who attended had
training on this new equipment.
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reasons they operate differently from other barges.
As an example, the different transfer characteristics
there are between a six-hold barge and an
eight-hold barge. With our tankermen’s help we
were able to develop the proper coil set-up due to
the longer thermal flow paths in the six-hold barges.
I believe this is working out pretty good and want
to thank all the Tankermen who went above and
beyond to try and maximize the barges heating
efficiency. We have crews in the fleet who take
pride in the equipment they work with by keeping
it clean and painted. Not only does this protect our
equipment, but it also makes a good impression on
the customers we work for as well as the USCG.

Continued on pg. 10

Bull Nose

Mule

Dockman

Faced Up

DOI Overboard Discharge
Across:
1. Inside of a compartment to heat product
4. On a barge to heat cargo
Across:
5. What is used to make barges into a tow
6. Used to get a line out of the water out of arms reach
1. Inside of a compartment to heat
7. product
What guides a tow into a lock
13. 4.
ToOn
make
a boat to
up heat
to a barge
or to make a dock
a barge
cargo
going
with
the
current
5. What is used to make barges into a
14. tow
Small line used by lock man
Used
to the
getend
a line
out
of and
the short
water
out
15. 6.
What
is on
of the
long
lock
wall
reach
16. of
Anarms
apparatus
to pull barges out of a lock
7. What guides a tow into a lock
17. The right side of a barge or tow
13. To make a boat up to a barge or to
make a dock going with the current
14. Small line used by lock man
15. What is on the end of the long and
short lock wall
16. An apparatus to pull barges out of a
lock
17. The right side of a barge or tow

Down Stream

Pike
Pole
Down:

Port

Starboard

Monkey Fist

2. What is used to tie off to a facility
3. Rake end of a barge that a boat makes up to
Down:
6. The left side of a barge or tow
8. What holds cargo in a barge
2. What is used to tie off to a facility
Whatend
allows
to move
from
one level of a
3.9.Rake
of aa tow
barge
that a
boat
river
to
another
level
makes up to
10.The
To left
load side
or discharge
6.
of a barge or tow
8.
holdsPIC
cargo
a barge
11.What
The other
for aintransfer
9.
allows
a tow
toamove
12.What
To make
a boat
up to
barge from one
level
of a river
another level
13. Acronym
forto
Declaration
of Inspection
10. To load or discharge
18. To salvage cargo from one barge using another
11. The other PIC for a transfer
barge
12. To
make a boat up to a barge
18. To salvage cargo from one barge
using another barge
13. Acronym for Declaration of
Inspection
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Anniversaries

Port Captains Corner

April 1st , 2008—September 30th, 2008

Lester Cruse | Port Captain

35 Years

34 Years

31 Years

Kenny Fields

Capt. Foster “Frog” Stevens Gaylon Cox
Karen Thomas

22 Years

21 Years

20 Years

19 Years

Jerry “Moon” Mullins

Roger Harris

James “Flash Wilkenson

Chris Lenoir

17 Years

16 Years

14 Years

13 Years

Payton “PC” Cummins

Napoleon Dixon

William “Bubba” Bonds
Mike Wilkenson
Tony Jeffers
Barry Bingle
George Powe

Chip Porter

12 Years

11 Years

10 Years

9 Years

William “Billy” Wells
Steve Yawn
Frank Smith
Mike Hudson
Lib Hearon

Dick Weber

Betty Guynes
George Hennington
Johnny Rowan

Roger Ellis
Rusty Goodwin

8 Years

7 Years

6 Years

5 Years

Matthew Dement
John Tallant
Tim “Big Dawg” Corley
Frank Lane

Shawn Stacy
Matthew McCorkel
Leon Irwin
Michael Lowry
Lester Cruse
Joe Pecanty

Bert Lyles
Carl Nugent
Cole Long
Martin Alcala
John Weibe
Lilly Canon
Steve Fillingame
John Brown
Thomas Jewkes
David McGraw

Patrick McDaniel
Lee Hogue
Francis Ponder
Michael Pierson
Ellice Chambers
Robert Walker
Joshua Black
John Sullivan
Daniel West
John Palla

4 Years

3 Years

2 Years

Brandon Hamilton
Donald Ellis
Tim “Winky” Dungan
Clinton Davidson
Anthony Neal
Jeff Carrier
Josh Chavers

Chester McDougald
Danny Pethan
Leon Swift
Danny Davis
Johnnie Harvey
Sadie Moore
Johnny Mazeika
Jake Jones
Syd Johnston

Mark Springstead
Mike Travis
Robert Richardson
Dee Pegram, Jr.
Ed Lum
Jamie Richardson
Nathan “Buzz” Busby
Trent Brown
Pavel Samoylov
Danny Guimbellot

Chris Lancaster
Charles “Buddy” Crumley
Jeremy Temple
Jeremy McCaskill
Ricky Osborn
Scott Perrine
Mike Graham
Jay Beckham
Wayne Lee

John Arendale
Nathan Sumrall
Tyler Beason
Michael McCann
Aaron Brooks

James Sumrall
Delrick Dosson
Chris Kelly
Patrick Neal
Jody Wilcox

Ricky Greenlee
Matthew Boyd
Nathan Oliver

			
Jody McMinn

This year has been an interesting weather year with
high water events at the first of the year, a very short
dry spell, and then numerous hurricanes. The two
hurricanes on the Gulf Coast left us with a very
quick high water event in St Louis, Missouri, due to
the heavy rainstorms. During Hurricanes Gustav
and Ike, the MMT crews did outstanding jobs
getting ready before the storms and using emergency
management during both storms. The M/V
Magnolia was about fifteen to twenty miles below
Baton Rouge, Louisiana on the Mississippi River
when high winds caused the waves to crash onto the
barges as is shown in the photograph below.
When emergencies happen, whether a weather
event or an operational situation that the crew
may have very little or no control over, the phrase
“teamwork” comes into play. It is reflected in
people’s actions during any given emergency event.
Each person stops working only as an individual
and starts working as a team member to overcome
the problem at hand. MMT has the very best crews

in our industry bar none! You try to get to the
docks as fast, safe and efficiently as possible. When
loading and unloading cargos you have very few, if
any, problems. This is not luck. This is teamwork.
When things go right at dock, it reflects skill and
professional pride in the jobs you do everyday. Many
factors of each person’s jobs affect others of the crew
as well as our customers. From a deckhand picking
up a line off the deck that could prevent a slip, trip
or fall, to the Tankerman making sure we get every
drop of the customer’s cargo he can safely put into
and back out of the barges, to a wheelman staying
informed and aware of navigational, weather and
other problems that affect travel to and from various
destinations. How well each team works together
when dealing with problems is a reflection of training
and their commitment to the safety of the crew,
vessel, and barge cargos. This is all teamwork. It is
a word that matters a lot everyday but especially in
emergency situations like those experienced recently.

Operations Personnel Changes
Roger Harris | V.P. of Marine Operations
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Stephanie Lovorn was recently promoted to Administrative Assistant for the Personnel
Department and Compliance Department. Stephanie joined MMT in September 2007
and has proven to be a great asset to the company. Her new responsibilities include
assisting with all aspects of Training, Electronic Document Entry, Personnel Records,
Safety and Environmental Records as well as secretarial duties for both departments.
Stephanie has become well versed with On-Base, our electronic document management
system, and is making great headway with preservation of our long term retention files.
Congratulations Stephanie!

1 Year
Stephanie Lovorn
Prentis White
James Young
Jeffrey Thornton
Robert Wadford

24 Years

MMT wishes each of a you a Happy Anniversary. We hope that you have enjoyed your
time here as much as we have appreciated your work and continued service.

Safety Awards

Mariner Medications

Vessel safety awards are divided in three different categories: Gold, Silver, and Bronze. Based on 6 months
(½ year) review, the following vessels received six month safety awards. Congratulations to everyone for all your
hard work.

The following article is contributed by Dr. Robert M
Bourgeois of Bourgeois Medical Clinic from Morgan City,
LA, (phone 985-384-3355). In accordance with Magnolia
Marine Transport's Employee Medication Policy, Dr. Bob
is our review officer for clarification of employee medications.
We appreciate the extent of detailed information on over the
counter and prescription drugs Dr. Bob offers.

Jim Smith | Compliance Manager

Dr. Robert M Bourgeois | MD

Gold Awards
M/V Gene Neal
M/V Kelly Lee
M/V Mari Lampton
M/V Mark Shurden
M/V Katherine Berry
M/V Ana Louise

To qualify for the Gold award a vessel must achieve
the following: no LTA’s, submitted all monthly safety
meetings and drills paperwork, submitted all quarterly
paperwork and inspections, no major vessel accidents
or property damage, satisfactory vessel inspections,
satisfactory audit (security, etc.), and all personnel
attend training (required).

Silver Awards
M/V Magnolia
M/V Valda
M/V Dorothy Lee
M/V Gilda Shurden

To qualify for the Silver award a vessel must achieve
the following: no LTA’s, 1 discrepancy as described
under gold

The new medical guidance to replace NVIC 2-98
will hopefully be released sometime this year. There
is some additional information regarding mariner
medication in the new NVIC. Many of the same
concerns for mariners and physicians in the old
NVIC are present in the new one. Medication
issues include safety risks due to the action of the
medication, side effects, medication interactions,
and the medical problem being treated. For some
of the medications, a 48 to 72-hour period between
the last dose and going to work may be reasonable;
however, some medications may be active in the
body for a longer period of time. Medications that
alter mental status, reasoning, reaction time, or level
of alertness should not be taken while on a vessel.

Bronze Awards
M/V Hal D. Miller
M/V Leslie B.
M/V W. W. Crum
M/V Miss Kathy
M/V Mr. Lampton

To qualify for the Bronze award a vessel must achieve
the following: 1 LTA, 1 discrepancy as described under
gold

Linewash

Continued from page 6
I have also noticed when we have multiple boats waiting dock space, teamwork among different crews helps
everything run smoothly and on time. That too is noticed by more people than you can imagine. This is one
thing that makes Magnolia Marine the best at what we do. When you consider that we transfer over 60 million
barrels of product in a year’s time, you have to be impressed with our outstanding equipment and professional
crews who get it done. I would like to thank you for a job well done and the efficiency in which each one of you
perform your job.

New medications come out weekly and new uses
for old drugs keep appearing with regularity.
Many companies require that employees inform
a designated employer representative of any
medications that the employee is taking at any time
on a vessel. The company will usually check with
a physician who is able to give advice regarding
medication use on a vessel. Most physicians are
unaware of the safety risks for mariners who are
taking safety sensitive medications. If a mariner
had an accident in which a safety medication could
have caused some impairment, there may be serious
legal consequences to the mariner, supervision,
and management (ie. Andrew Barberi Staten
Island Ferry accident). Therefore, it is prudent
to know what medications are not acceptable to
take while working on a vessel. Since there is no
true “downtime” on a vessel, the risk of taking the
medications applies at all times while on board.
Obviously most pain prescriptions, narcotics,
synthetic narcotics, muscle relaxers, opiates, and
other similar medications should not be used prior
to or while on a vessel. However, your physician may
prescribe other medications such as NSAID’s that
are helpful in managing mild to moderate pain. Most
of the NSAID’s may be taken safely while on a vessel.
Sleeping pills, prescription, or over the counter
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Captain Terry Holaday, Chief Engineer Randy Butler, Pilot Carl Hayes
M/V Mari Lampton.
Carl Richardson, Steersman;
M/V Jennie Dehmer

(OTC), should not be used on a vessel. Non-sedating
antihistamines such as Claritin (loratidine) or
Allegra are acceptable. Sedating antihistamines
such as Benadryl (diphenhydramine), Vistaril,
or Zyrtec should not be used. Many stimulants,
amphetamines, ADD/ADHD prescriptions, diet
pills, or weight loss drugs may also be restricted from
use while on a vessel.
Medications for nerve pain, restless leg syndrome,
seizures or convulsions, (Neurontin, Lyrica,
Dilantin, Phenobarbital, Tegretal and others) should
not be used on a vessel. Many of the most commonly
prescribed drugs such as Xanax, Vicodin, Lortab,
Oxycontin, Percodan, Percocet, and Ultram are
safety risks. Medications for depression, commonly
known as SSRI’s (Prozac, Paxil, Celexa, Lexapro),
may be acceptable in certain situations. Most antianxiety medications like Valium, Xanax, Ativan
or Klonopin (very long acting) should not be used
while on a vessel. Anti-psychotic medications are
not usually allowed. There are new methods to
treat ADD/ADHD and Bipolar Disorder coming
out monthly. Many of the medications used to treat
these disorders may present safety risks.
Most blood pressure medications are acceptable.
Coumadin/Warfarin pose a bleeding risk and
should not be taken while on a vessel. Most other
cardiovascular medications may be taken while on
a vessel.
Many of the generic names for medications are now
listed on prescriptions instead of the more common
brand name. This further complicates the issue
of whether or not to take a medication on board a
vessel. While many recognize Xanax, the generic is
alprazolam. Similarly Lortab or Vicodin is called
hydrocodone. The best practice is to report the
medication to the company representative, medical
department, or physician for a determination
regarding consumption while on a vessel. It is always
better to make sure the medication is acceptable
before any problem arises. Keeping you safe keeps
others safe.
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Vessel Spot Light

Roger Harris | V.P. of Marine Operations
M/V Dennis Ross
We have a very special boat to spotlight for this
issue of Wheelwash. The Dennis Ross was built for
Magnolia Marine in 1972 by Halter Marine Service
in New Orleans. She was originally named Dot
Miller after the wife of a close friend and business
associate of Mr. Lampton. The boat measures
110’x 32’x 10’ and was powered by a pair of 16
cylinder Caterpillar D-399 engines producing 2250
horsepower. The boat was repowered in 1989 with
a pair of EMD 12 cylinder 567C engines producing
2600 horsepower and was also renamed “Dennis
Ross” at that time. This vessel has a relatively tall
wheelhouse measuring a little over 48 feet high. This
pilot house view makes her ideal for pushing long,
strung out, tows but not so good for getting under
low bridges which requires us to keep a constant
monitor on where she goes and bridge clearances
along the route.
More updates were performed this year on this boat
which included another repowering, this time using
electronic controlled 12 cylinder Caterpillar 3512
engines producing 3000 horsepower. New John
Deere generator sets were installed and the entire
boat was updated and remodeled.
The Dennis Ross was well known in the fleet for
its long time captain Jack Wright. Several captains
have mastered this boat along her 36 years of service
but none as revered as Captain Jack. He ruled the
vessel with an iron fist and a sharp tongue and knew
what he was doing! His crew respected him as did
the other captains on the river. Jack was a Magnolia
Marine icon and served this
company for over 25 years
almost exclusively aboard the
Dennis Ross.
The present crew
of the Dennis Ross
includes; Captain Ralph
Gustafson, ReliefCaptain Dee
Pegram

Jr, Pilot Kenny Fields, Engineer Bert Lyles and
Bubba Bonds, Mate Daniel West, Relief Mate Chris
Alford, Tankermen Jeff Wilson and Francis Ponder,
Deckhands Mike Graham and Eric Wilson, Cook
Debra Breeland.
The vessels present namesake, Dennis Ross, is what
makes this boat so special to Magnolia Marine and
myself. Mr. Dennis, as I called him, began his career
with this company in 1972 as Port Engineer and was
eventually promoted to Vice President- Engineering.
I suspect that he was hired because of his sincerity,
his outgoing personality and his never ending sense
of humor. It also probably had something to do
with his abilities as well; Mr. Dennis was a master
craftsman, he could fix anything and took pride in
his work! He loved a challenge, as he once told me
that “if somebody built it I can fix it”. He was also a
master of metal work: if it was made of steel it was at
his mercy. Although he had no formal education in
engineering, he had a God given gift for designing
and building mechanical equipment that worked.
For example, when Mr. Lampton expressed the need
for a barge stripping plant, Mr. Dennis got busy
studying and designing and had one in operation
a short time later. Thirty years later our stripping
plant is still one of the best and most reliable units
on the river. Years later he was called upon to come
up with a dredge for Ergon’s docks. He worked
his usual magic, found a starter piece, redesigned,
rebuilt and added to, and today Ergon has a very
efficient, reliable dredge that continues to serve a
very important role at Ergon- St. James.

for anybody and was happy to do it. Even if you
didn’t know him very well you felt like you had a
true friend in Mr. Dennis. He could crawl your tail
for doing something wrong, but you still liked him
afterward. I personally have many wonderful stories
and memories of Mr. Dennis that are special to me.
I only knew him for 12 years but he taught me many
things about the business and about life that I will
always cherish.

presently serves as our Vice President-Engineering.
Dino was mentored by his father and shares many of
his same attributes. He has taken the reins from his
father and is doing a great job. Dino is well on his
way to filling his Dad’s shoes; but, we all know, shoes
like that are awfully hard to fill.
Yes, the M/V Dennis Ross is a special boat to
Magnolia Marine and is honored to be named after
a very special man.

Mr. Dennis passed away from cancer in April 1999.
He left behind a son Dennis Ross Jr. (Dino) who

Eric Wilson (Deck Hand), Debra Breland (Cook), Daniel West (Mate),
Chris Alford (Relief Mate), Kenny Fields (Pilot), Roy Easterwood
(Pilot), Francis Ponder (Tankerman)

He could do truly amazing things! Perhaps
the most amazing quality about Mr. Dennis
was his heart. He was well known throughout this
industry
as one you could count on if you
needed help. If he had something
someone needed, advice, mechanical
expertise, a listening ear, or any of his
special skills he was always willing
to help. He would do
anything
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Interesting Person
Syd Johnston | Personnel Assistant

Many of us remember the “Red Scare” of the Cold
War. Many of us were very suspicious of the “Soviet
Communist Plot”. Now that Soviet Communism
is behind us, Russia has entered the world free
market. With the entrance into capitalism also
comes a great resource of immigrants to the good
‘ol U.S. of A. Magnolia Marine Transport has the
great fortune to have hired such an employee. Our
“interesting person” for this edition of WheelWash is
Pavel Samoylov, Relief Chief on board the M/V’s
Magnolia and W.W. Crum.
Pavel was born in Murmansk in the former USSR
in 1972. Murmansk is a city located above the Arctic
circle near the Barents Sea where, as Pavel describes,
“Summers are mostly daylight, winters are dark
and, of course, it’s very, very cold. It’s a nice, crisp
place with beautiful nature and many lakes. During
winter, usually in the months of January and
February, the Northern Lights can be seen dancing
across the sky.”
According to Pavel, Murmansk has a waterway
that leads to the Barents Sea and is home to the
biggest port above the Arctic Circle. It is a very busy
port and home to a mast fishing fleet, as well as ice
breakers and military nuclear submarines which
are kept in a secure area. This included the Kursk
which sank in 2000 in the Barents Sea. The port was
also seen briefly in the movie, “The Hunt for Red
October” with Sean Connery at the helm when the
sub was departing its base to go to sea.”
Since Murmansk is a seaman’s town, it was obvious
that during high school Pavel would decide to
become a seaman. Pavel said, “It was during Cold
War times where east was against the west, so our
country was closed to the outside world. Being
a seaman was the only way I could experience
different countries and different cultures. So I chose
my path to become a seaman. In 1987 I signed up
for the three year Murmansk Marine School.
I had no idea what it meant to be a seaman
and how rough life on the high seas could be.
In 1990 I had my first trip to sea as an A/B
on a Murmansk commercial fishing vessel.
It was hell! I told myself this life is not for
me and that I would never go back to sea
again.”
Fortunately for Pavel, at the end of 1990,
he was called to serve two years in the
Soviet Army as all males even today must

do. Pavel served in
Dresden, Germany;
and “these two years
showed me I could
handle anything
that was sent my
way. It was the most
difficult time of my life
but I survived. During
my time in the Soviet
Army, the Soviet Union collapsed and I returned
to a much different Murmansk in late 1992. My
country was now the Russian Federation. Times
were very difficult for most people and suddenly the
sea didn’t seem so hard anymore. I went back to the
commercial fishing fleet.” Pavel says “The job was
exactly how it is shown on ‘Deadliest Catch’ on the
Discovery Channel — a very hard life.”
With the work experience Pavel had so far, he
decided to further his career. Pavel said, “I attended
four additional years of school at the Murmansk
Marine College to become an engineer. In 1999 I
received my assistant engineering license. Since this
time I worked for several marine companies abroad
on different types of ships as 3rd, 2nd, 1st and Chief
Engineer. My experiences included travel to many
countries including Norway, Spain, Portugal, and
the island of Spitsbergen (one of the chain of cluster
islands of Svalbard in the Arctic Ocean) and twice
to the United States (Seattle, Washington, and New
Orleans, Louisiana).”

that stuff, you know.” Patti returned to the United
States. Shortly thereafter Hurricane Katrina hit
and Patti evacuated back to Russia. It was during
this trip they were married, October 1, 2005, in
Moscow. Patti went back home to deal with Katrina
aftermath and start the immigration process.
Finally, in May 2006, Pavel came to the United
States to live. Pavel recalls, “At times, especially in
the beginning, it was very difficult for me because
the U.S. and Russia are very different cultures,
and I was still continuing my English studies. But
everyone here has been very nice and helpful.”
When it came time for me to look for employment, a
good captain friend of Patti’s suggested that I should
apply at MMT. He had heard very good things
about MMT and that they had an outstanding
reputation in the industry. I am very happy and glad
I contacted MMT and have now been working as an
engineer since July 2006.

“My wife, my son, Roman (who arrived from
Russian in May 2007), and I are living in Westwego,
Louisiana.” Pavel has several hobbies including ice
hockey, soccer, music, and paper modeling (models
made from cardstock paper) but a few such as ice
hockey are not possible at this time. Pavel’s major
hobby has been “construction”. “With my limited
time off, and since I’m doing all repair myself, it has
been very slow. Thank God we didn’t have much
damage from Gustav.”
Pavel closed the interview by mentioning, although
this may be a short description of his life, there
were many more “happy and unhappy events”
and the details are too numerous to list, as is with
many other lives. Magnolia Marine Transport is
fortunate to have the opportunity to employ such
an interesting person. So, next time you see Pavel,
tell him “hello”, and, time permitting, chit-chat
with him so you can become acquainted with this
“interesting person”.

In 2004 Pavel landed a six-month contract to work
on a supply vessel in the Gulf of Mexico. According
to Pavel during the first two months in the Gulf, he
and the crew discovered their “vessel was similar to
a spaghetti strainer—full of weak areas and leaks in
the hull. The vessel was sent to the Harvey Canal,
located in the New Orleans area, for repair. This is
also where Pavel met his future wife, Patti. When
Patti was not at her job, they were together seeing
the sites of New Orleans, spending time at her home
and on the vessel. In the spring of 2005, Pavel had to
return to Russia.
Patti went to Russia for the month of July with Pavel
in 2005. Pavel recalls “I introduced her to my family
and friends. She could not speak my language but it
didn’t seem to be a problem. During this month we
toured Moscow, took the Golden Ring Tour (history
and churches outside of Moscow), St. Petersburg,
and Murmansk. We had a great time, love and all
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Quality Connection

Cook’s Concoctions

Captains Representative Team FAQ’s

Mama’s Sweet Potato Pie

Stephanie Lovorn | Administrative Assistant

Jim Smith | Compliance Manager

What do they do? The Captains Representative
Team (Rep Team) members are in place to represent
the crewmembers of MMT vessels in quality system,
safety, environmental, managerial, and other issues.
When available they attend Management Review
and/or staff meetings, provide input on quality
system related issues as well as other issues as they
arise.
Who are they and how do I contact them?
Below, I have attached your Rep Team as voted
during the 2008 Captains Meetings and their
contact information. These guys have volunteered
their time to help out, so give them a call or say hello
the next time you pass by one of them.
Johnny Mica, Captain, M/V W.W. Crum
601-831-0048 or 601-218-9586

What can I contact them about? Any quality
system, safety or environmental improvement
recommendations. An example would be, you notice
a certain company process, policy and/or procedure
that needs revising.
Do I need to talk with my Captain first
before speaking with a Rep Team member?
If your concerns deal with certain aspects on your
specific vessel, yes. You must go through the proper
chain of command; the Rep Team is not here to
police the fleet.
Our goal is to ensure the safe operation of each
vessel and to provide a link between shore personnel
and those on board Magnolia Marine Transport
vessels. The Rep Team members have direct access
to the highest level of management. If you have any
questions concerning the Rep Team or an issue, feel
free to contact me at the office.

John Alexander, Captain, M/V Leslie B.
601-831-2295 or 601-218-8234
Terry Holaday, Relief Captain, M/V Mari
Lampton
601-415-4878 or 601-218-6371

MMT Welcomes Rookies and Free Agents
Syd Johnston | Personnel Assistant

April 1st – September 30th
We have a new class of rookies and free agents, now it’s up to the rest of you veterans to get the new guys up
to speed. We’re counting on you to make these rookies and free agents feel at home. The performance factor
and work ethic will be a huge issue in the upcoming months, with the (Asphalt) season right around the corner.
So take your training, safety, nutrition and exercise, into account during this preseason. All of our franchise
players keep making the big plays by keeping our new starters’ heads in the game – KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK!!! Plenty of adequate rest and lots of water will keep all the new guys fresh and willing to work. A big
KUDO goes out to our veterans: keep on keeping with finding ways to motivate your guys, they are doing a
phenomenal job. Some of our free agents include several new pilots, tankermen, and experienced deck techs.
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Christopher Hoxie
Richard “Skippy” Robertson
Billy Patrick
Benjamin Alexander
Josh Smith
Sandra Crosswhite
Justin Beckham
Kathy Laprarie
Boyd Stover

Jared Freeland
Len Baty
Daniel Dunn
Donald Mabus
Jimmy Shamburger
Jonathan Tolar
Jeffrey Holley
Kent Plummer
George “Scooter” Ward

Bonnie Hatten | M/V Katherine Berry
2 cups
¼ cup
1 cup
½ teaspoon
1 teaspoon
1 teaspoon
½ cup
1

sweet potatoes
butter
sugar
salt
cinnamon
vanilla
cream
uncooked pie shell

Peel sweet potatoes and cut into chunks. Boil until
soft. Drain and mash them up until smooth. Add
all other ingredients and stir until well mixed. Pour
into pie shell and bake at 450 for 10 minutes, then
bake at 350 for 45 minutes. Pie will be firm when
done
Not Your Mamma’s Bread Pudding

Anonymous
8 Slices
3
1
3
1 ½ Teaspoon
1 Can
4 Cups
½ Can
½ Cups
4 Tablespoons
½ Teaspoon

old bread (pinch into pieces)
Bananas chopped
Cup coconut
Eggs separated
vanilla extract
evaporated milk
milk
crushed Pineapple
sugar
sugar
baking soda

Pour mixture into a buttered pan, bake at 375 degrees for 1 hour or until brown. Beat egg whites with
4 tablespoons of sugar, pour over pie. Return to oven
and bake at 350 degrees until brown.

Banana Nut Cake

Betty Guynes | M/V Kelly Lee
1 Box
4
½ cup
¾ cup
1 pkg (4-serving size)
1 cup
½ cup

yellow cake mix
Eggs
vegetable oil
water
instant vanilla pudding
mashed bananas
pecans

Icing

3 tbsp.
2 cups
1

melted butter
confectioners’ sugar
mashed banana

Mix cake ingredients well and pour into a greased
and floured 13 x 9 baking dish. Bake 45 minutes
in 350-degree oven. Mix icing ingredients and
spread over slightly warm cake.

Heat milk and pour over bread and mix together.
Add egg yokes, pineapple, coconut, vanilla extract,
evaporated milk, baking soda, 1 ½ cups of sugar and
bananas, mix well.

Howard Hood
Michael Mann
Jeremy Marshall
Scott Sanders
Jonathan Duttweiler
Russell Pardon

Ms Sherry Silk cook on M/V Mark Shurden
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Ms Diane House cook on M/V Amy Frances

Healthy You Benefit Reminder

Upcoming Training Opportunities

Lib Hearon | Claims Manager

I would like to take this opportunity to remind
everyone of our Blue Cross Blue Shield of MS
Healthy You Benefits that became effective January
2008. The Healthy You is a wellness benefit
that provides you and your covered dependents
with an annual wellness visit with your network
provider. This wellness benefit is paid 100% with
no deductible, co-pay, or coinsurance when you use
your network provider. You should always take the
Healthy You Coding Guideline sheets that were
mailed out at the first of 2008 to your wellness visit.
Covered wellness screening and immunizations are
based on age and gender. To ensure you receive
the screening you need check the Healthy You
Preventive Wellness Guidelines sheet. The Healthy
You Coding and Preventive Wellness Guideline
sheets are given to new employees but copies may
also be acquired through myself, Lib Hearon.
Prescription Drugs Tips
When your physician writes a prescription drug for
you or your covered dependents ask if it is available
in a generic. If the medicine isn’t available in a
generic, ask if there is another medicine that will do
the same thing, and has a generic alternative. The
maximum cost of a generic drug will be $10 after the
$50 prescription drug deductible has been met. Also,
when on maintenance drugs ask your physician to
write a prescription for 90 days supply. When you
do this you can get a 3-month supply for the cost
of 2-months. On a non-preferred drug that’s $100
opposed to $150, a saving of $200 per year.

Jim Smith | Compliance Manager
Annual Open Enrollment
The month of November is open enrollment. Now
is the time to make insurance changes including
adding or dropping a dependant, or enrolling in or
canceling dental, health, or cancer plans. Your first
paycheck in January 2009 will reflect changes you
make in November 2008. The Flexible Spending
Account enrollment is due December 5, 2008, for
effective January 2009.

Listed below are some important training dates to remember for this upcoming year.

Tips
Sometimes employees hesitate to put their newborns
on their dental plan until they reach the age of five
or six. This is fine if they remember to add them at
open enrollment the year before their first dental
appointment. If you have family dental already you
still need to add a new dependent to the plan by
signing them up at open enrollment if you didn’t add
them at birth.

Wheelhouse Training Trainers

Never let a year lapse if you or a covered dependent
have been to the doctor and haven’t received an
Explanation of Benefits from Blue Cross Blue Shield.
That means one of two things, the provider has
the wrong insurance information, or the E.O.B.
(explanation of benefits) was lost in the mail. In most
cases Blue Cross Blue Shield never received the
claim. BCBS of MS will not accept a claim over a
year old. You can call the 1-800 number on the back
of the BCBS card and tell them your ID number, the
provider, date of service, and dependent covered, and
they can tell you if the claim has been filed.

Engineer Meetings
October 14 – 17, 2008
Defensive Driving
This training is offered online, contact Jim Smith for information on how to enroll. Since this is a voluntary
training class, a $100.00 Wal-Mart gift card is awarded following verification of class completion.

Lester Cruse | Port Captain

We would like to thank those participating in our
Pilot/Steersman Training Program. The expertise
and working knowledge of our experienced
wheelmen is being passed on to new prospects for
the wheelhouse in an apprenticeship type program.
Captains participating are: John Alexander, Ed
Oglesby, Richard Greer, Odis Armstrong, Ralph
Gustafson, Beau Cummins, Johnny Mica, Foster
“Frog” Stevens, Richard Ryan, Jonnie Partaine, Justin
Atkinson, Kenny Brones, John Sullivan, and David
Hays. The Relief Captains participating are: Willie
Ryan, Mike Carpenter, Jeff Carrier, Jim Wilkinson,

Rick Osborn, Ed Lum, Steve Fillingame, Willie
Harrell, Danny Davis, Jeff Neihaus and Jay Beckham.
As this is a volunteer program, we appreciate these
men stepping up and ensuring that the future
wheelmen continue the Magnolia Marine standard
of excellence exhibited by them. We would like
to applaud you for your patience and fortitude in
letting steersman drive the vessel so they can get
familiar with the handling of the barges and vessels
during navigation. Thanks for everything you do
each and every day.

2008 Training Accomplishments
Jim Smith | Compliance Manager

Listed below is the list of completed training for this year, I would like to thank everyone for attending training
this year. We recognize that your time off is important to you and your family.
Captains Meetings
March 12 – 13, 2008
April 2 – 3, 2008
April 16 – 17, 2008
Total

12 attendees
15 attendees
11 attendees
38 attendees

Seaman’s Church Institute, Houston, TX.
March 26 – 28, 2008
10 attendees
April 30 – May 2, 2008
07 attendees
Total
17 attendees
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Tankerman Meetings
April 29 – May 2, 2008
May 13 – 16, 2008
May 27 – 30, 2008
Total

25 attendees
23 attendees
22 attendees
70 attendees

Grand Total

125 attendees
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M/V Valda

Robert Mosier, Chief Engineer, Jimmy Shamburger,
Tankerman Trainee, M/V Jennie Dehmer

Family Focus

Stephanie Lovorn | Administrative Assistant
Bert Lyles, Engineer on M/V Dennis Ross, and
wife Regina celebrated their 14 year anniversary on
June 29th. We would like to congratulate them. Bert
also celebrated his 43rd birthday on May 13th.
Lester Cruse, MMT Port Captain, and wife Vicki
celebrated their 19th year anniversary on September
16th. Congratulations Lester & Vicki!
Dee Pegram, M/V Dennis Ross, and wife Kim
celebrated their 16th wedding anniversary on July,
4th. Congratulations Dee and Kim!

Louisiana Boys State where he was elected a State
Senator in this mock government program. He is
currently in a theatrical production as King Arthur
in “Camelot the Musical”. Les is a senior at Delhi
Charter School where Chelsea is a sophomore.
Chelsea is a Varsity Cheerleader for the DCS
football program. She is a member of the Richland
Parish Cotton Blossoms which is an organization
for high school girls based on volunteer work done
in the community. She recently attended her second
Cotillion where she was escorted by her father. Both
students are members of the National Honor Society,
National Beta Club and Delhi Presbyterian Church.

John Gallagher would like to wish a Happy
Birthday to his daughter, Baylie Miller, who turns 3
on October 1, 2008.

Lib Hearon would like to congratulate the band
Trouble on the Homestead for winning second
place at the Warren Central High School Talent
Show that was held Sept 10th. Wes is Lib’s son and
the screamer in the band. Wes Hearon (vocals),
Jourdan Winkler (drummer), Michael Lynch (bass)
and Caleb Hollingsworth lead guitar

Billy Wells, Chief Engineer on Hal D Miller, is
proud to announce the birth of his granddaughter,
Rachel Lauren.

Christian Michael Lancaster, son of Christian
Lancaster (Tankerman Trainee on the M/V
Dorothy Lee) represents MMT in Vicksburg Little
League Baseball. You make us proud Christian
Michael!!!!

Stephanie McWhorter Lovorn, MMT
Administrative Assistant, and her husband,
Gibson, were married on August 30, 2008, at the
ThornCrown Glass Chapel in Eureka Springs,
Arkansas. Congratulations Stephanie & Gibson and
best wishes to you both!

McKay Harris won the 12-14 year old division
of the Four Corners Golf Series Jr. Tour held
this summer. Matches were played in Vicksburg,
Raymond, Jackson and Wesson Mississippi. McKay
is the 12 year old son of Roger and Sandra Harris

Ms Morgan Ross on Peanut
Dino and Sheryl Ross would like to announce
the birth of their 3rd grandchild “Taryn Miles
Lusby”. Taryn’s parents are Jennifer (Dino &
Sheryl’s daughter) and Jimbo Lusby.
Congratulations to our son Bo (former MMT
deckhand) on the beginning of his new business
“Tile Creations”.
Morgan and Rachel Ross, daughters of Dino
and Sheryl Ross, recently competed in the
District and State 4-H show. Rachel placed 1st
in Halter Miniature Geldings and 2nd in Halter
Reg. Broodmares. Morgan placed 1st in Halter
Reg. Broodmares and 1st in all Pony Running
events. Morgan and her pony Peanut were the 2D
Champions at the All American Youth Pony Run
that was held in Jackson. Congratulations to all our
kids, we are very proud of you all!!!

Christian Lancaster, Tankerman Trainee on the
M/V Dorothy Lee, and wife Brandy were married
in Douglasville, GA. They were married on April
11, 2008. Best wishes to you both!
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Sam Thigpen Vice President of Marketing, Jake Lybarger,
Pilot M/V Jennie Dehmer
Les Cruse, IV and Chelsea Cruse are the children of
Lester Cruse, Port Captain for Magnolia Marine
Transport. Les recently participated as a delegate to

Captain Barry Bingle in simulator at the 2008 Seaman
Church Training

Nuts And Bolts

Dino Ross | V.P. of Marine Engineering
In 1991 MMT started our new barge construction,
and after 17 years our fleet of double skin barges is
almost complete. We built seven new asphalt barges
this year. The MM 32 was delivered in June. The
MM 33, MM 35, MM 36, and MM 38 were all
delivered in July, and the MM 31B, and MM 34B
both arrived in August. Over the years we have
constructed a total of fifty-three barges consisting of
six clean-oil barges and forty-seven asphalt barges.
When we began our construction project in 1991,
we started retiring the single bottom barges. We
have now retired thirty-one barges with only the
MM 25 remaining in service. The year 2015 is the
deadline to have all single skin barges removed from
service, which leaves us several more years to meet
this goal. The MM 25, our only single bottom barge
that is in service, is being utilized at the Barge Stripping Plant. It will be retired within the next month
or so. Doing this will ensure that we meet our goal
of having all single skin barges retired, and our fleet
will consist of only double skin barges.
We will soon begin winter repairs. The Miss Kathy
will receive a major overhaul and the Hal D. Miller
will have a re-power. The EMDs will be removed
from the Hal D. Miller and a pair of 3512 HD
Caterpillar engines will be installed. When completed, the horsepower will be about the same, but
there should be a reduction in the fuel consumption.
The same model and type of engines were used in
the M/V Dennis Ross and are functioning effectively. The Detroit units on the Amy Frances will be
replaced by a new set of John Deere generator units.
These boats, as well as a few others, will require
some shipyard work. We plan to have these completed this winter.
With the winter months just around the corner,
I would like to take this opportunity to remind
everyone to check the barge engines and equipment.
Make sure that you have everything you need ready.
Last year we had several boats that did not have all
of the necessary items needed to thaw out or prevent
equipment from freezing. These items must be kept
on the boat in case this situation presents itself. It’s
hard to think about the winter weather with it still
being so warm, but please try to think ahead and
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plan. If you have any questions, please feel free to
give us a call. I will provide a small checklist of items
that may be needed. I will also provide a checklist
of things to check and/or do to prevent downtime
or someone being caught out in the cold longer than
necessary. I would like to remind everyone that you
should have received your notice about winterizing
the barge equipment and engines. When that has
been completed, please report back to the office as
instructed so that we can make sure that each and
every barge has been winterized. Please review the
list that has been provided, and if anyone has a question please do not hesitate to give us a call.
Winter Barge Necessities
1. (20) Bags or salt
2. (2) Torpedo Heaters
3. Tarps 12'x12' in size (one for each boat & barge
winch and for each barge engine).
4. (2) Cases of Antifreeze (after all barge engines
have been winterized)
5. (2) Cases of Starting Fluid
6. (1) Case of Deicer
Preparing Your Barge For Winter
1. Keep water drained off fuel tanks
2. Preheat barges an additional 2 hours before
loading.
3. Check emergency shut downs prior to discharging (if the pipe gets water in it and freezes, it
could cause the shut down to fail or not work if
needed)
4. Setup barge valves for loading after discharge is
finished. (High and Low suctions valves)
5. Remember to drain pump well after discharge
is finished. (This will help when switching from
asphalt to crude and or 6 oil)
6. In extreme cold weather start-up barge equipment daily. (Run until it reaches operating
temperature.)
7. Keep water drained off cold seal tank on the
heater.
8. Start pump engine and make sure pump is free
6 hours before discharge.

Be sure to keep the water drained off the cold seal tank of the
Hot Oil Heater.

Pump Engine & Pipe Line frozen over on MM41B

Movin’ On Up

April 1, 2008 –September 30, 2008
We would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate and recognize those who have
been promoted. Through hard work, dedication,
determination, and ever present initiative the
following gentlemen earned promotions throughout
Magnolia Marine Transport:
Wheel House:
John Alexander
Willie Ryan
Jay Beckham
Jerry “Moon” Mullins

Captain
Re-Captain
Re-Captain
Steersman I

Engine Room:
Roger Ellis
Danny Pethan
Robert Mosier
John Brown
Tommy Foret

Chief Engineer II
Chief Engineer II
Chief Engineer II
Engineer Trainee II
Engineer Trainee II

Deck Crew Promotions:
Carson Beck
Mate
Jake Jones
Mate
Mike Travis
Mate
Nathan Lilly
Mate
Thurston Baker
Mate
Robert Dean
Mate
John Tallant
Mate
Brandon Hamilton
Mate
Justin Beckham
Mate
John Gathings
Mate
Mike Pierson
Mate
Wayne Lee
Relief Mate

Chip Wells		
Joe Fuller		
Tim “Winky” Dungan
Corey Jones
Chris Alford
Brian Stephens
John Phillips
Chris Kelly
Delrick Dosson
Robert Wadford
James Sumrall
Prentis White
Patrick Neal
Charles “Buddy” Crumley
Jeffrey Thornton
Jeremy Temple
Jeremy Alexander
Jody Wilcox
Ben Alexander
Aaron Brooks
Chris Lancaster
Mike McCaan
Rickey McDaniel
George “Scooter” Ward
Corey Reno
Chris Hoxie
Rickie Jenkins
Scott Sanders
Josh Williams
Ben Cooper
Barry “BJ” Gough
Daniel Dunn

Relief Mate
Relief Mate
Relief Mate
Relief Mate
Relief Mate
Relief Mate
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman
Tankerman Trainee
Tankerman Trainee
Tankerman Trainee
Tankerman Trainee
Tankerman Trainee
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
Deckhand
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Mission Statement

Our goal is to transport our customer’s product in a manner that will result in 100% customer satisfaction. We
will achieve this goal through a comprehensive system incorporating conformance to customer requirements
with an emphasis on safety, environmental stewardship and the continuous effort to improve all phases of our
operation.

Navigational Lighting
Jody McMinn
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Please send any correspondence to:
Magnolia Marine Transport
697 Haining Road
Vicksburg, MS 39183
Phone: 1-800-696-5921
1-601-638-5921
Fax:
1-601-638-8475
An AWO Responsible Carrier
ISO 9000:2000
magnoliamarine.com
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